Relationship between adaptation and the percept and transformations of stop consonant voicing: effects of the number of repetitions and intensity of adaptors.
Important issues in selective adaptation research concern the relative contribution of response related (perceptual) and stimulus related (acoustic) effects of the adaptor in the adaptive process. Two response related issues pertain to the effects of the adaptor percept and verbal transformations on adaptation. This investigation systematically examined perceptual and acoustic contributions of the adaptor on the adaptation of the voicing feature. Subjects rated the degree of voicing/voicelessness of end-point VOT adaptors, i.e., 5- and 55-ms VOT, and an acoustically neutral adaptor, i.e., 25-ms VOT, during periods of repetitions. The number of adaptor repetitions during each of ten trials was either 5, 32, or 95, and the intensity of the adapting stimulus was either 50, 70, or 90 dB SPL. The major findings were as follows: (1) No significant correlations were found between ratings of voicing percept of the adaptor and magnitude of boundary shift; (2) Increases in repetitions and relative intensity level of end-point adaptors produced significantly greater phonetic boundary shifts and generally greater affects on ratings of test stimuli; and (3) The end-point adaptors produced significant shifts in rating of boundary and nonboundary stimuli. The findings indicate that neigher the adaptor percept or verbal transformations affected the magnitude of adaptation. These results and those for acoustic parameters strongly suggest an acoustic as opposed to a phonetic basis of adaptation of the voicing feature. Furthermore, the effects of end-point adaptors on boundary and nonboundary stimuli support the generalized change in feature sensitivity assumed by a fatigue model of adaptation.